Abstract of the PhD research
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) is the most successful framework
for the description of a wide range of phenomena, from
particle and nuclear physics to condensed matter and
statistical mechanics.
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A physical system typically experiences regimes where the
coupling constants are not small and the usual perturbative
approach is not reliable, the most famous example being the
low-energy regime of QCD, the theory of strong nuclear
interactions. This is also relevant for those condensed matter
systems (which are usually defined on the lattice), whose longdistance behavior is well described by a continuous QFT at its
(strongly coupled) critical point.
The goal of the original research presented in the thesis is to
study the strong coupling regime of QFTs with different
methods, making concrete predictions about the phase
structure and the dynamics of these theories, and on their
observables. The focus is on (gauge) field theories in three
spacetime dimensions, which are an interesting laboratory to
understand the properties of strong coupling in setups that are
usually simpler than in the more familiar case of gauge
theories in four dimensions. Importantly, topological effects
play a relevant role in three dimensions, thanks to the
presence of the so-called Chern-Simons term.
The web of three-dimensional infrared dualities, the large N
expansion, and the holographic correspondence between QFT
and gravity are the main tools which we use to investigate the
strongly coupled regimes of 3d QFTs.
In particular, we present a coherent proposal for the lowenergy behavior of some classes of gauge theories coupled to
fermions and a topological term, making progress in
understanding their conjectured dual theories. Moreover, we
show how the information about the strongly-coupled
dynamics of QCD in three and four dimensions can be captured
by dual gravitational setups, arising from string theory
constructions. Finally, we prove new strong/weak dualities at
large N, by considering the coupling between two QFTs
defined in different spacetime dimensions.

